
the figures seer to be off in oe irctio' or the other,but there is no reason

to ..well,we better et back to Is5.L19, or we will have to meet again tomorrow

to finish up, so we were looking here at Yere 5 agaIn, d I will be glorifilea

in the e-es of ti & Lord., and. i God. has been my stregth, row, this "ertain

is not two parallels, and the that these two 'Parallels have been mat, are

not parallel,very definitely not parallel,and the f*t !t they are not would

certainly suggest that the line before may also have an advance in thought rather

than an simply a Uel as it is, but ix oten ax this rp propzhecy is giving

an idea of what is going to happen without spelling it all out. And the way that

the King James has is i very probable Int.rpretation,but you cannot dogmatically

say that, that is must be, thou.ghtx..but the* .44s-1et' s go on,vsrse 6 we haven't

looked. at, maybe Mr. Butler would. ItIC to look at verse 6. This second. word, here i

a word. which I to not blame anybody if the-,7 have troub*le with,kfor this reason.

Now,wban Dr. Allis,was teaching H.brew,tk he taught for 17 at Prinoexton.he taught

that there are ,5 main classes of the r.gular verb, and. .4k-he vent through them

--that 4IvnevGr seemI to be very logical.-- ke kt-4kM-.th.--Axd. the end is the

same for all the ...I felt that havin! ..so-at then the Pc Nuns ..a simple rule

of beginning. Well, then you git xyour AyIn Way, and. your .AyI* Way a is of course.

Ant so he middle of the AyIn Waw makes 44- It more ...but the tyln Way are not so

promiaezt, there are about or *ft 10 of them, that ... eo I w zwalwsys felt

that ..the Ayin Ayin .Ayin are comparatively frequent atan t by far th most complex

and. theriefere I always felt ..get the main types thoroughly and I havenJt bothered.

..but when you get on Iuto..it's time tot the main points of the .*yin Ayiia...but

of course there is this difficulty ...beting...th. lyin Ayin occurs rather

ant so you have quit. a bit of variety, and. 4k. but it is good. to get on 4k. to

the main ..you just ask yourself Is that not the the beinnI*g of the Niphal.

If it were an .yin yaw ...Tes, ..but tfor the Win lyin here is type that occurs

quite a good many times, s.e,the Lamedh cannot be teu.bled.,because there is nethin

following it. You had. ...so this is from Qalel, which means to be small,triffling,
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